
SPAIN

BEST OF BARCELONA (TOUR CODE: 11780)

STARTS AND ENDS

in Barcelona

TRAVEL PERIODS

01 Apr 23 - 31 Oct 23

EXPERIENCE TRAVEL STYLE

Independent Holiday Packages

Barcelona is one of the most popular destinations in Europe thanks to its mix of architecture, amazing gardens, beautiful beaches and

food.

Highlights

Barcelona is renowned for its mesmerizing buildings, which seem to come straight out of a fairytale, but there is so much more to this wonderful

city: besides a fascinating architecture and wonderful gardens, Barcelona also offers amazing local food, hidden alleyways in its Gothic quarter,

a beautiful Mediterranean climate, plenty of contemporary art museums and long boulevards with lovely boutiques for shopping-lovers.

VIEW PACKAGE

Cultural

City Stays

Stay at the Evenia Rosselló boasting an outdoor terrace overlooking the Joan Brossa Gardens, a very lovely corner of

Barcelona's Eixample!

•

Explore the city in comfort aboard one of our double-decker buses. Discover Barcelona in detail with a single ticket. Hop-on and

hop-off our buses as many times as you wish and enjoy the city at your own pace.

•

Visit the majestic Basilica of the Sagrada Familia•

Barcelona

https://www.entiretravel.com.au
https://www.entiretravel.com.au/Spain/Best-of-Barcelona
https://www.entiretravel.com.au/experiences/cultural
https://www.entiretravel.com.au/experiences/City-Stays


INCLUSIONS

ITINERARY

Barcelona Airport Barcelona

Welcome to Barce lona!  Assistance at the airport and transfer to your hotel. Rest of the day at leisure.

Overnight stay in Barcelona at Evenia Rosse llo.

Barcelona

After breakfast at the hotel, you will enjoy your hop-on-hop-off bus 1-day pass and discover the city as you choose.

The Barcelona hop-on-hop-off has 2 routes:

3 nights in Barcelona at the Evenia Rossello - 4*•

Private transfers to/from the airport or train station•

Daily Breakfast•

Barcelona Hop-on-Hop-off 1 day pass•

Fast Track Sagrada Familia Guided Tour (entrance ticket and local guide included)•
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PLAZA DE CATALUNYA
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The West route  (orange) will take you to discover the city beyond its most emblematic modernist buildings. The•



 You will receive a map with all relevant information on the service and the stops, as well as a discounts booklet for several

shops and restaurants in the city. The frequency of the service varies depending on season.

Overnight stay in Barcelona at Evenia Rose llo.

Breakfast

Barcelona

After breakfast at the hotel, proceed to a guided visit of the Sagrada Familia.

You'll walk you with your experienced guide to the Basilica (please remember to check in 15 minutes before the beginning of

this activity as well). Enter the monument and discover the ultimate must-see landmark in Barcelona!  Learn about the

history and significance of Sagrada Familia, marveling at its astonishing interior, rich in symbolism. Walk freely around the

nave whilst listening to your guide’s explanations of Gaudí’s masterpiece on your headsets.

The afternoon is at leisure for you to enjoy the rest of this wonderful city.

Overnight stay in Barcelona at Evenia Rosse llo.

Breakfast

itinerary covers an extensive circuit that will take you to the westernmost landmarks of Barcelona, such as the FC

Barce lona stadium and the National M useum of Art of Catalonia. Hop-off at any of the two museums and board the

bus back again once you have finished your visit. Go to El Born and enjoy the amazing cuisine and quaint ambiance or

sit back, relax and enjoy the view of the city.

The East route  (green) will take you to the most artistic part of the city. Capture Barcelona's concrete jungle of

modernist buildings. Sit back and relax aboard one of our buses. From Plaça Catalunya to Park Güell, admire the most

impressive landmarks around this part of town. See the magnificent Sagrada Familia and marvel at the extensive

symbolism of its façades. Learn about the city history and discover all the secrets it hides.

•

CASA MILA
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Barcelona

After breakfast at the hotel and check-out, you will be transferred to the airport for your departure flight.

Breakfast

ACCOMMODATION

SAGRADA FAMILIA, BARCELONA
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LAS RAMBLAS



ACCOMMODATION

Evenia Rossello

Barce lona

The Evenia Rosse lló hotel is the ideal accommodation to enjoy the city of Barcelona. Its central location, next to the mythical Paseo de Gracia

and just a few minutes from such emblematic places as Casa Batlló or La Pedrera by Antoni Gaudí allow you to explore the most well-known side

of the city. The Eixample neighborhood, where the hotel is located, is the ideal location to stay in Barcelona: a very central location that will allow

you to visit the city and its main attractions in a short walk.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

Spanish

LOCAL CURRENCY

Euro

Blackout dates may apply during festive season.

Excluded

We work with a selection of hotels in each location. All bookings are subject to availability, which means we may need to offer an alternative

hotel of equivalent or better quality. Our team will confirm your specific hotels upon confirmation and payment of deposit.

•

This tour may be booked on a private basis year round at additional cost. Please contact our team for a custom quote.•

International airfares and taxes•

Domestic airfares and taxes, unless otherwise specified in our holiday package•

Visa expenses, processing and issuance fees•

Meals other than as specified in our holiday package•

Travel Insurance or expenses of a personal nature (mini-bar, phone call, laundry, etc.),•

Tips or gratuities to guides, drivers, porters, hotel, restaurant or boat staff, etc.•

Or any other travel expense that has not been included in our holiday package•


